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BACHELOR THESIS

A Reinforcement Learning Environment
for Network and Service Coordination

Background
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a kind of machine learning that
does not require labeled training data. Instead, RL agents learn
from experience when interacting with an environment, receiv-
ing rewards for desired behavior and penalties for undesired
actions [5]. In doing so, RL agents can learn expert-level skills
in a variety of domains, e.g., video games, board games (like
the famous AlphaGo), robotics, or autonomous driving.

RL is also becoming increasingly popular in the networking
domain [3]. One example is RL for network and service coordi-
nation [4], where the task is to continuously decide where and
how to run services in the network with limited resources. RL
agents learn network coordination by interacting with a (pos-
sibly simulated) network environment. Physical network envi-
ronments are often unsuitable for training RL agents as they
are too costly, slow, and unsafe. With lightweight, simulated
environments, RL agents can quickly learn from thousands or
even millions of interactions within comparably short real-world
time.

Other domains, e.g., video games or robots, already have
standard simulation environments for training and benchmark-
ing RL algorithms, which are crucial for comparing different
algorithms and ensuring meaningful progress in the field. But
such a standard environment is still missing in the networking
domain, particularly for network and service coordination.
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Thesis Goals
The goal of this Bachelor’s thesis is to develop and publish
a lightweight simulation environment for network and service
coordination using RL. Most of the simulation logic has already
been implemented in a previous project inside the open-source
coord-sim simulator [1]. Still, further steps are required:

• Refactor code base to include the standard OpenAI Gym
interface [2] for interaction with RL agents.

• Define useful coordination scenarios with sensible de-
fault values but allow optional, fine-grained configuration.

• Improved, configurable collection of simulation metrics.
• Implement simple, animated visualization of the environ-

ment, e.g., for Jupyter notebooks.
• Document and publish developed environment on

Python’s official PyPI package library.
• Use the final environment for training and comparing

multiple out-of-the-box RL algorithms.
RL for network and service coordination is a hot topic. This is
an opportunity to build something that has potential for adoption
and real recognition by the networking community!

Intermediate Goals
• Review coord-sim [1] and other Gym environments [2]
• Design, plan, and prioritize the necessary steps for pub-

lishing the Gym environment based on coord-sim
• Implement, test, document, and improve iteratively
• Validate the final environment by using it for comparing

multiple existing RL algorithms

Required knowledge (or willing to learn)
• Good programming skills (Python, GitHub)
• Basic understanding of networks and RL
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